
THE EARTH IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

How wonderful it is to watch the sky after sunset! One
would first notice one or two bright dots shining in
the sky. Soon you would see the number increasing.
You cannot count them any more. The whole sky is
filled with tiny shining objects – some are bright, others
dim. It seems as if the sky is studded with diamonds.
They all appear to be twinkling. But if you look at
them carefully you will notice that some of them do
not twinkle as others do. They simply glow without
any flicker just as the moon shines.

Along with these bright objects, you may also see
the moon on most of the days. It may, however, appear
at different times, in different shapes and at different
positions. You can see the full moon only once in about
a month’s time. It is Full moon night or Poornima. A
fortnight later, you cannot see it at all. It is a New
moon night or Amavasya. On this day, you can watch
the night sky best, provided it is a clear night.

Do you wonder why can’t we see the moon and all
those bright tiny objects during day time? It is because
the very bright light of the sun does not allow us to see
all these bright objects of the night sky.

The sun, the moon and all those objects shining in
the night sky are called celestial bodies.

Some celestial bodies  are very big and hot. They
are made up of gases. They have their own heat and
light, which they emit in large amounts. These celestial
bodies are called stars. The sun is a star.

Countless twinkling stars in the night sky are
similar to the sun. But we do not feel their heat or
light, and they look so tiny because they are very very far
from us.
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Let’s Do

You’ll need : 1 torch,
1 sheet of plain
paper, pencil and a
needle.

Step :
1. Place the torch in the centre

of the paper with its glass
front touching the paper.

2. Now draw a circle around
the torch.

3. Perforate the paper with the
needle within the circled
area.

4. Now place the perforated
circle part of the paper on
the glass front and wrap the
paper around the torch
with a rubber band.

5. Take care that the switch
of the torch is not covered.

6. In a dark room, stand at
some distance facing a
plain wall. Switch off all
other lights. Now flash the
torch light on the wall. You
will see numerous dots of
light on the wall, like stars
shine in the night.

7. Switch on all the lights in
the room. All dots of light
will be almost invisible.

8. You may now compare the
situation with what happens
to the bright objects of the
night sky after the sun rises
in the morning.
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2 THE EARTH : OUR HABITAT

Figure 1.1 : Saptarishi and the

North Star

You must have noticed that all
objects look smaller when seen from a
distance. How small an aeroplane looks
when it is flying at a great height!

While watching the night sky, you
may notice various patterns formed by
different groups of stars. These are
called constellations. Ursa Major or
Big Bear is one such constellation. One
of the most easily recognisable
constellation is the Saptarishi (Sapta-
seven, rishi-sages). It is a group of seven
stars (Figure 1.1) that forms a part of
Ursa Major Constellation. Ask someone
elder in your family or neighbourhood
to show you more stars, planets and
constellations in the sky.

In ancient times, people used to
determine directions during the night
with the help of stars. The North star
indicates the north direction. It is also
called the Pole Star. It always remains
in the same position in the sky. We can
locate the position of the Pole Star with
the help of the Saptarishi. Look at

Figure 1.1. You will notice that, if an imaginary line is
drawn joining the pointer stars and extended further,
it will point to the Pole Star.

Some celestial bodies do not have their own heat
and light. They are lit by the light of the stars. Such
bodies are called planets. The word ‘planet’ comes from
the Greek word “Planetai” which means ‘wanderers’.
The earth on which we live is a planet. It gets all its
heat and light from the sun, which is our nearest star.
If we look at the earth from a great distance, say the
moon, it will appear to be shining just as the moon.

The moon that we see in the sky is a satellite. It is a
companion of our earth and moves round it. Like our
earth, there are seven other planets that get heat and
light from the sun. Some of them have their moons too.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The sun, eight planets, satellites and some other
celestial bodies known as asteroids and meteoroids

Interesting Fact

Jupiter, Saturn and

Uranus have rings
around them. These

are belts of small debris.
These rings may be
seen from the earth
with the help of powerful
telescopes.
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4 THE EARTH : OUR HABITAT

form the solar system. We often call it a solar family,
with the sun as its Head.

The Sun

The sun is in the centre of the solar system. It is huge
and made up of extremely hot gases. It provides the
pulling force that binds the solar system. The sun is
the ultimate source of heat and light for the solar
system. But that tremendous heat is not felt so much
by us because despite being our nearest star, it is far
away from us. The sun is about 150 million km away
from the earth.

Planets

There are eight planets in our solar system. In order of
their distance from the sun, they are: Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune.

An easy way to memorise the name of the planets in
order of their distance from the sun is:

MY VERY EFFICIENT MOTHER JUST SERVED US NUTS.

All the eight planets of the solar system move
around the sun in fixed paths. These paths are
elongated. They are called orbits. Mercury is nearest
to the sun. It takes only about 88 days to complete
one round along its orbit. Venus is considered as
‘Earth’s-twin’ because its size and shape are very much
similar to that of the earth.

Till recently (August 2006), Pluto was also
considered a planet. However, in a meeting of the
International Astronomical Union, a decision was
taken that Pluto like other celestial objects (Ceres, 2003
UB

313
) discovered in recent past may be called

‘dwarf planets.”

The Earth

The earth is the third nearest planet to the sun. In

size, it is the fifth largest planet. It is slightly flattened

at the poles. That is why, its shape is  described as a

Geoid. Geoid means an earth-like shape.

Word Origin

Many words used
in a language may
have been taken

from some other language.
Geography, for example, is
an English word. It has its
origin in Greek, which
relates to the description
of the earth. It is made of
two Greek words, ‘ge’
meaning’ ‘earth’ and
‘graphia’ meaning ‘writing’.
Find out more about the
earth.

Do you know?

‘Sol’ in Roman
mythology is
the ‘Sungod’.
‘Solar’ means

‘related to the sun’. The
family of the sun is,
therefore, called the solar
system. Write down as
many words using the word
solar on your own as you
can.

Do you know?

Humans have
always been

fascinated gazing at the night
sky. Those who study the
celestial bodies and their
movements are called
astronomers. Aryabhatta
was a famous astronomer of
ancient India. He said that
the moon and the planets
shine due to reflected
sunlight. Today, astronomers
all over the world are busy
exploring the universe.
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5THE EARTH IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Conditions favourable to support life are probably

found only on the earth. The earth is neither too hot

nor too cold. It has  water and air, which are very

essential for our survival. The air has life-supporting

gases like oxygen. Because of these reasons, the earth

is a unique planet in the solar system.

From the outer space, the earth appears blue

because its two-thirds surface is covered by water. It
is, therefore, called a blue planet.

The Moon

Our earth has only one
satellite, that is, the
moon. Its diametre is
only one-quarter that of
the earth. It appears so
big because it is nearer to
our planet than other
celestial bodies. It is
about 3,84,400 km away
from us. Now you can
compare the distance of
the earth from the sun
and that from the moon.

The moon moves around the earth in about 27 days.
It takes exactly the same time to complete one spin. As
a result, only one side of the moon is visible to us on
the earth.

The moon does not have conditions favourable for
life. It has mountains, plains and depressions on its

What do animals and

plants require in order

to grow and survive?

Figure 1.3 : The moon as seen from

the space

Do you know?

Light travels at
the speed of
about 300,000
km per second.

Yet, even with this speed,
the light of the sun takes
about eight minutes to
reach the earth.

Interesting Fact

Neil Armstrong was
the first man to
step on the surface

of the moon on 21 July
1969. Find out whether
any Indian has landed on
the moon?

A Satellite is a celestial
body that moves around
the planets in the same
way as the planets move
around the sun.

A Human-made Satellite
is an artificial body. It is
designed by scientists to
gather information about
the universe or for
communication. It is
carried by a rocket and
placed in the orbit around
the earth.
Some of the Indian
satellites in space are INSAT,
IRS, EDUSAT, etc.

Figure 1.4 : Human-made Satellite

Rocket launch Rocket falls back to the Earth Satellite enters orbit
??
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6 THE EARTH : OUR HABITAT

surface. These cast shadows on the moon’s surface.
Look at the full moon and observe these shadows.

Asteroids

Apart from the stars, planets and satellites, there are
numerous tiny bodies which also move around the
sun. These bodies are called asteroids. They are found
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter (Figure 1.2).
Scientists are of the view that asteroids are parts of a
planet which exploded many years back.

Meteoroids

The small pieces of rocks which move around the sun
are called meteoroids. Sometimes these meteoroids
come near the earth and tend to drop upon it. During
this process due to friction with the air they get heated
up and burn. It causes a flash of light. Sometimes, a
meteor without being completely burnt, falls on the
earth and creates a hollow.

Do you see a whitish broad band, like a white
glowing path across the sky on a clear starry night? It
is a cluster of millions of stars. This band is the Milky
Way galaxy (Figure 1.6). Our solar system is a part of
this galaxy.  In ancient India, it was imagined to be a
river of light flowing in the sky. Thus, it was named
Akash Ganga. A galaxy is a huge system of billions of

stars, and clouds of dust
and gases. There are
millions of such galaxies
that make the Universe.
It is difficult to imagine
how big the universe is.
Scientists are still trying
to find out more and more
about it. We are not
certain about its size but
we know that all of us –
you and I belong to this
universe.

Figure 1.5 : Asteroid

Figure 1.6 : Milky Way
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7THE EARTH IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

1. Answer the following questions briefly.

(a) How does a planet differ from a star?

(b) What is meant by the ‘Solar System’?

(c) Name all the planets according to their distance from the sun.

(d) Why is the Earth called a unique planet?

(e) Why do we see only one side of the moon always?

(f) What is the Universe ?

2. Tick the correct answer.

(a) The planet known as the “Earth’s Twin” is

(i) Jupiter (ii) Saturn (iii) Venus

(b) Which is the third nearest planet to the sun ?

(i) Venus (ii) Earth (iii) Mercury

(c) All the planets move around the sun in a

(i)  Circular path (ii) Rectangular path (iii) Elongated path

(d) The Pole Star indicates the direction to the

(i)  South (ii) North (iii) East

Can you relate yourself with

the universe now? You are on

the earth and the earth is a

part of the solar system. Our

solar system is a part of the

Milky Way galaxy which is part

of the universe. Think about the

universe, and the fact that it

contains millions of such

galaxies. How do you fit in the

picture?
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8 THE EARTH : OUR HABITAT

(e) Asteroids are found between the orbits of

(i) Saturn and Jupiter (ii) Mars and Jupiter (iii) The Earth and Mars

3. Fill in the blanks.

(a) A group of ________ forming various patterns is called a ________.

(b) A huge system of stars is called________.

(c) ________is the closest celestial body to our earth.

(d) ________is the third nearest planet to the sun.

(e) Planets do not have their own________ and ___________________.

1. Prepare a chart of the solar system.

2. During a vacation visit a planetarium and describe your experience
in the class.

3. Organise a quiz contest on the earth and the solar system.

1. The sun is commonly known as Soorya or Sooraj in Hindi, Find out its
name in different languages of our country. Take help of your friends,
teachers and neighbours.

2. You might have heard that people make human chains and run for world
peace etc. You can also make a human solar system and run for fun.

Step 1: All children of your class can play this game. Assemble in a big
hall or on a playground.

Step 2: Now draw 8 circles on the ground as shown in the figure drawn on
the opposite page.

Use a 5-metre long rope. Mark at every half a metre with a chalk or
ink. Place a small nail to mark the centre. Now hold one end of
the rope at the central position. Ask your friend to hold a chalk
at the ½ metre mark and move around the nail holding rope and
chalk together on the ground.

You have drawn one circle just as you do on paper using a compass
and a pencil. Draw other circles in the same manner.

Step 3: Prepare 10 placards. Name them as Sun., Moon, Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.
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9THE EARTH IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Step 4: Select 10 children in the following order and give each one of them

a placard.

Order of placard distribution

The Sun - tallest, The moon - smallest;  Mercury, Mars, Venus and Earth

(almost equal heights); Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and Jupiter taller than

the earlier four planets but smaller than the Sun.

Now ask the children holding placards to take their places with the Sun in

the centre in their orbits. Ask the child holding the moon placard to keep

the hand of the child holding the earth placard always.

Now your Solar System is almost ready to go into action.

Now make everybody move slowly in the anti-clockwise direction. Your class

has turned into a small human replica of the solar system.

While moving on your orbit you can also turn around. For everybody the

spin should be anti-clock wise except for Venus and Uranus who will make
the spin in the clock-wise direction.

2019-2020



Figure 2.1 : Globe

Let’s Do

Take a big round
potato or a ball.
Pierce a knitting

needle through it. The
needle resembles the axis
shown in a globe. You can
now move the potato or the
ball around this axis from
left to right.

GLOBE : LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES

22

In the previous chapter, you have read that our planet
earth is not a sphere. It is slightly flattened at the
North and the South Poles and bulge in the middle.
Can you imagine how it looks? You may look at a
globe carefully in your classroom to get an idea.
Globe is a true model (miniature form) of the earth
(Figure 2.1).

Globes may be of varying size and type – big ones,

which cannot be carried easily, small pocket globes,

and globe-like balloons, which can be inflated and are

handy and carried with ease. The globe is not fixed. It

can be rotated the same way as a top spin or a potter’s

wheel is rotated. On the globe, countries, continents

and oceans are shown in their correct size.

It is difficult to describe the location of a point on a

sphere like the earth. Now the question arises as to

how to locate a place on it? We need certain points of

reference and lines to find out the location of places.

You will notice that a needle is fixed through the

globe in a tilted manner, which is called its axis. Two

points on the globe through which the needle passes

are two poles – North Pole and South Pole. The globe

can be moved around this needle from west to east

just as the earth moves. But, remember there is a major

difference. The real earth has no such needle. It moves

around its axis, which is an imaginary line.

Another imaginary line running on the globe divides
it into two equal parts. This line is known as the
equator. The northern half of the earth is known as
the Northern Hemisphere and the southern half is
known as the Southern Hemisphere. They are both

2019-2020



11GLOBE : LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES

Figure 2.2 : Latitude

Figure 2.3 : Important Latitudes and Heat Zones

Do you know?

By measuring
the angle of the
Pole Star from

your place, you can know
the latitude of your place.

equal halves. Therefore, the equator is an
imaginary circular line and is a very
important reference point to locate places
on the earth. All parallel circles from the
equator up to the poles are called parallels
of latitudes. Latitudes are measured in
degrees.

The equator represents the zero degree
latitude. Since the distance from the
equator to either of the poles is one-fourth
of a circle round the earth, it will measure
¼th of 360 degrees, i.e. 90°. Thus, 90
degrees north latitude marks the North
Pole and 90 degrees south latitude marks
the South Pole.

As such, all parallels north of the
equator are called ‘north latitudes.’
Similarly all parallels south of the equator are called
‘south latitudes.’

The value of each latitude is, therefore, followed by
either the word north or south. Generally, this is
indicated by the letter ‘N’ or ‘S’. For example, both
Chandrapur in Maharashtra (India) and Belo
Horizonte in Brazil (South America) are located on
parallels of about 20° latitude. But the former is 20°
north of the equator and the latter is 20° south of it.
We, therefore, say that Chandrapur is
situated at 20° N latitude and Belo
Horizonte is situated at 20° S latitude.
We see in Figure 2.2 that as we move
away from the equator, the size of the
parallels of latitude decreases.

IMPORTANT PARALLELS OF LATITUDES

Besides the equator (0°), the North Pole
(90°N) and the South Pole (90° S), there
are four important parallels of latitudes–

(i) Tropic of Cancer (23½° N) in the
Northern Hemisphere. (ii) Tropic of
Capricorn (23½° S) in the Southern
Hemisphere. (iii) Arctic Circle at 66½°
north of the equator. (iv) Antarctic
Circle at 66½° south of the equator.

2019-2020



12 THE EARTH : OUR HABITAT

Figure 2.4 : (b)

Torch-light falling on a slanted
surface is less bright but covers a

bigger area.

Figure 2.5 : Longitudes

Figure 2.4 : (a)

Torch-light falling on a straight
surface is bright and covers a
smaller area.

HEAT ZONES OF THE EARTH

The mid-day sun is exactly overhead at
least once a year on all latitudes in
between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Tropic of Capricorn. This area, therefore,
receives the maximum heat and is called
the Torrid Zone.

The mid-day sun never shines
overhead on any latitude beyond the
Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn. The angle of the sun’s rays
goes on decreasing towards the poles. As
such, the areas bounded by the Tropic
of Cancer and  the Arctic Circle in the
Northern Hemisphere, and the Tropic of
Capricorn and the Antarctic Circle in the
Southern Hemisphere, have moderate
temperatures. These are, therefore, called
Temperate Zones.

Areas lying between the Arctic Circle
and the North Pole in the Northern
Hemisphere and the Antarctic Circle and
the South Pole in the Southern
Hemisphere, are very cold. It is because
here the sun does not  rise  much above

  the horizon. Therefore, its rays are
always slanting and provide less heat.
These are, therefore, called Frigid
Zones (very cold).

WHAT ARE LONGITUDES?

To fix the position of a place, it is
necessary to know something more
than the latitude of that place. You
can see, for example, that Tonga
Islands (in the Pacific Ocean) and
Mauritius Islands (in the Indian
Ocean) are situated on the same
latitude (i.e., 20° S). Now, in order to
locate them precisely, we must find
out how far east or west these places
are from a given line of reference
running from the North Pole to the
South Pole. These lines of references
are called the meridians of longitude,
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13GLOBE : LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES

Figure 2.6 : Grid

Figure 2.7

Let’s Do

Draw a circle.
Let the Prime
meridian divide

it into two equal halves.
Colour and label the
eastern hemisphere and
the western hemisphere.
Similarly draw another
circle and let the equator
divide it into two halves.
Now colour the Northern
hemisphere and Southern
hemisphere.

and the distances between them are measured in

‘degrees of longitude.’ Each degree is further divided
into minutes, and minutes into seconds. They are semi-
circles and the distance between them decreases

steadily polewards until it becomes zero at the poles,
where all the meridians meet.

Unlike parallels of latitude, all meridians are of equal
length. Thus, it was difficult to number the meridians.

Hence, all countries decided that the count should
begin from the meridian which passed through
Greenwich, where the British Royal Observatory is

located. This meridian is called the Prime Meridian.
Its value is 0° longitude and from it we count 180°

eastward as well as 180° westward.  The Prime Meridian
and 180° meridian divide the earth into
two equal halves, the Eastern Hemisphere

and the Western Hemisphere. Therefore,
the longitude of a place is followed by the

letter E for the east and W for the west. It
is, however, interesting to note that 180°

East and 180° West meridians are on the
same line.

Now look at the grid of the parallels of

latitude and meridians of longitude on the

globe (Figure 2.6). You can locate any point

on the globe very easily if you know its

latitude and longitude. For example,

Dhubri in Assam is situated at 26° N

latitude and 90° E longitude. Find out the

point where these two lines cut each other.

That point will be the location of Dhubri.

To understand this clearly draw equidistant vertical

and horizontal lines on a paper (Figure 2.7). Label the

vertical rows with numbers and horizontal rows with

letters, draw some small circles randomly on points

where these horizontal and vertical lines intersect each

other. Name these small circles as a, b, c, d and e.

Let vertical lines represent East Longitudes and

horizontal lines as North Latitudes.

Now you will see that circle ‘a’ is located on B° N

latitude and 1° E longitude.

Find out the location of other circles.
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14 THE EARTH : OUR HABITAT
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15GLOBE : LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES

LONGITUDE AND TIME

The best means of measuring time is by the movement
of the earth, the moon and the planets. The sun
regularly rises and sets every day, and naturally, it is
the best time-keeper throughout the world. Local time
can be reckoned by the shadow cast by the sun, which
is the shortest at noon and longest at sunrise and
sunset.

When the Prime Meridian of Greenwich has the sun
at the highest point in the sky, all the places along
this meridian will have mid-day or noon.

As the earth rotates from west to east, those places
east of Greenwich will be ahead of Greenwich time and
those to the west will be behind it (Figure 2.8). The
rate of difference can be calculated as follows. The earth
rotates 360° in about 24 hours, which means 15° an
hour or 1° in four minutes. Thus, when it is 12 noon
at Greenwich, the time at 15° east of Greenwich will be
15 × 4 = 60 minutes, i.e., 1 hour ahead of Greenwich
time, which means 1 p.m. But at 15° west of Greenwich,
the time will be behind Greenwich time by one hour,
i.e., it will be 11.00 a.m. Similarly, at 180°, it will be
midnight when it is 12 noon at Greenwich.

At any place a watch can be adjusted to read 12
o’clock when the sun is at the highest point in the
sky, i.e., when it is mid-day. The time shown by such
a watch will give the local time for that place. You can
see that all the places on a given meridian of longitude
have the same local time.

WHY DO WE HAVE STANDARD TIME?

The local time of places which are on different
meridians are bound to differ. For example, it will be
difficult to prepare a time-table for trains which cross
several longitudes. In India, for instance, there will be
a difference of about 1 hour and 45 minutes in the
local times of Dwarka in Gujarat and Dibrugarh in
Assam. It is, therefore, necessary to adopt the local
time of some central meridian of a country as the
standard time for the country. In India, the longitude
of 82½° E (82° 30 'E) is treated as the standard
meridian. The local time at this meridian is taken as
the standard time for the whole country. It is known
as the Indian Standard Time (IST). Figure 2.9 : Indian Standard Meridian
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1. Answer the following questions briefly.

(a) What is the true shape of the earth?

(b) What is a globe?

(c) What is the latitudinal value of the Tropic of Cancer?

(d) What are the three heat zones of the Earth?

(e) What are parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude?

(f) Why does the torrid zone receive maximum amount of heat?

(g) Why is it 5.30 p.m. in India and 12.00 noon in London?

2.   Tick the correct answers.

(a) The value of the prime meridian is

(i) 90° (ii) 0° (iii) 60°

(b) The frigid zone lies near

(i) the Poles (ii) the Equator (iii) the Tropic of Cancer

(c) The total number of longitudes are

(i) 360 (ii) 180 (iii) 90

(d) The Antarctic circle is located in

(i) the Northern hemisphere

(ii) the Southern hemisphere

(iii) the Eastern hemisphere

(e) Grid is a network of

(i) parallels of latitudes and merdians of longitudes

(ii) the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn

(iii) the North Pole and the South Pole

Kabeer lives in a small town near Bhopal. He tells his friend Alok that they will
not be able to sleep tonight. A day and night cricket match between India and
England had started at 2 p.m. in London. This means that the match would begin
at 7.30 p.m. in India and finish well into the night. Do you know what is the time
difference between India and England?

India located east of Greenwich at 82°30'E is 5 hours and 30 minutes ahead of
GMT. So it will be 7:30 p.m. in India when it is 2:00 p.m. noon in London.

Some countries have a great longitudinal extent and so they have adopted

more than one standard time. For example, in Russia, there are as many as eleven

standard times. The earth has been divided into twenty-four time zones of one

hour each. Each zone thus covers 15° of longitude.
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3. Fill in the blanks.

(a) The Tropic of Capricorn is located at _________________.

(b) The Standard Meridian of India is ____________________.

(c) The 0° Meridian is also known as ____________________.

(d) The distance between the longitudes decreases towards___________.

(e) The Arctic Circle is located in the ____________ hemisphere.

1. Draw a diagram of the globe showing the earth’s axis, the Equator, Tropics
of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic Circle and Antarctic Circle.

1. Draw and cut out six circles of the same size (approx. 3 cm. radius) from
cardboard. Mark diametres (NS, EW) and 23½o angles on each face of the
circles as shown on the figure. Place the circle one on top of the other and
stitch along the line NS. Now there are twelve semi-circles. Let one semi-circle
represent 0o or Greenwich Meridian (Prime Meridian). The 6th semi-circle from
it will be the 180o Meridian. Between the 0o and 180o there are 5 semi-circles
on both sides which are West and East longitudes 30o apart. On two ends of
the stapled line stick pins to represent the North and South Poles.

A rubber band around the model touching the EW points will represent the
Equator. Two rubber bands touching the 23½o points, South and North of
the EW points will represent the tropics.
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Let’s Do

Take a ball to
represent the
earth and a

lighted candle to represent
the sun. Mark a point on
the ball to represent a
town X. Place the ball in
such a way that the town
X is in darkness. Now
rotate the ball from left to
right. As you move the ball
slightly, the town will
have its sunrise. As the
ball continues to move,
the point X gradually gets
away from the sun. This
is sunset.

Figure 3.2 : Day and Night on the Earth due to rotation

Figure 3.1 : Inclination of the Earth’s

axis and the orbital plane

As you know that the earth has two types of motions,
namely rotation and revolution. Rotation is the
movement of the earth on its axis. The movement of
the earth around the sun in a fixed path or orbit is
called Revolution.

The axis of the earth which is an imaginary line,
makes an angle of 66½° with its orbital plane. The
plane formed by the orbit is known as the orbital plane.
The earth receives light from the sun. Due to the
spherical shape of the earth, only half of it gets light
from the sun at a time (Figure 3.2). The portion facing
the sun experiences day while the other half away from
the sun experiences night. The circle that divides the
day from night on the globe is called the circle of
illumination. This circle does not coincide with the

axis as you see in the Figure 3.2. The earth takes about

24 hours to complete one rotation around its axis.

The period of rotation is known as the earthday. This is

the daily motion of the earth.
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Figure 3.3 : Revolution of the Earth and Seasons

What would happen if the earth did not rotate?  The

portion of the earth facing the sun would always

experience day,  thus bringing continuous warmth to

the region. The other half would remain in darkness

and be freezing cold all the time. Life would not have

been possible in such extreme conditions.

The second motion of the earth around the sun in

its orbit is called revolution. It takes 365¼ days (one

year) to revolve around the sun. We consider a year as

consisting of 365 days only and ignore six hours for

the sake of convenience. 

Six hours saved every year are added to make one

day (24 hours) over a span of four years. This surplus

day is added to the month of February. Thus every

fourth year, February is of 29 days instead of 28 days.

Such a year with 366 days is called a leap year. Find

out when will the next leap year be?
From the Figure 3.3, it is clear that the earth is

going around the sun in an elliptical orbit.
Notice that throughout its orbit, the earth is inclined

in the same direction.
A year is usually divided into  summer, winter, spring

and autumn seasons. Seasons change due to the change
in the position of the earth around the sun.

Do you know?

The ancient Indian
astronomer Aryabhata
had stated that ‘the
earth is round and
rotates on its own axis’
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Let’s Do

Do you know how to draw an ellipse? Take a pencil, two pins and a loop of
thread. Now fix these pins on a paper as shown in the figure. Put the loop
on the paper enclosing these two pins inside the loop. Now hold the pencil

and draw the line keeping the thread tight and moving the pencil along it. The
figure represents an ellipse.

Look at the Figure 3.3. You will see that on 21st

June, the Northern Hemisphere is tilted towards the

sun. The rays of the sun fall directly on the Tropic of

Cancer. As a result, these areas receive more heat. The

areas near the poles receive less heat as the rays of the

sun are slanting. The North Pole is inclined towards

the sun and the places beyond the Arctic Circle

experience continuous daylight for about six months.

Since a large portion of the Northern Hemisphere is

getting light from the sun, it is summer in the regions

north of the equator. The longest day and the shortest

night at these places occur on 21st June. At this time

in the Southern Hemisphere all these conditions are

reversed. It is winter season there. The nights are longer

than the days. This position of the earth is called the

Summer Solstice.

On 22nd December, the Tropic of Capricorn receives

direct rays of the sun as the South Pole tilts towards

it. As the sun’s rays fall vertically at the Tropic of

Capricorn (23½° S), a larger portion of the Southern

Hemisphere gets light. Therefore, it is summer in the

Southern Hemisphere with longer days and shorter

nights. The reverse happens in the Northern

Hemisphere. This position of the earth is called the

Winter Solstice. Do you know that Christmas is

celebrated in Australia in the summer season?

On 21st March and September 23rd, direct rays of

the sun fall on the equator. At this position, neither of

the poles is tilted towards the sun; so, the whole earth

experiences equal days and equal nights. This is called

an equinox.

On 23rd September, it is autumn season in the

Northern Hemisphere and spring season in the Southern

Hemisphere. The opposite is the case on 21st March,

Let’s Do

To understand
the earth’s
inclination in

the same direction, draw
a big ellipse on the ground
and take a flag wi th  a
stick. Stand anywhere on
the line of the ellipse.
Point your flag to a fixed
point far away like on a
tree-top. Now move along
the ellipse keeping your
flag always pointing
towards that fixed point.
In this way, the axis of the
earth remains inclined
permanently in the same
position. The revolution of
the earth and the
inclination of the earth’s
axis in a fixed direction
cause seasons.
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1. Answer the following questions briefly.

(a) What is the angle of inclination of the earth’s axis with its orbital plane?

(b) Define rotation and revolution.

(c) What is a leap year?

(d) Differentiate between the Summer and Winter Solstice.

(e) What is an equinox?

(f) Why does the Southern Hemisphere experience Winter and Summer Solstice

in different times than that of the Northern Hemisphere?

(g) Why do the poles experience about six months day and six months night?

2. Tick the correct answers.

(a) The movement of the earth around the sun is known as

(i)  Rotation (ii) Revolution (iii) Inclination

(b) Direct rays of the sun fall on the equator on

(i) 21 March (ii) 21 June (iii) 22 December

(c) Christmas is celebrated in summer in

(i) Japan (ii) India (iii) Australia

(d) Cycle of the seasons is caused due to

(i) Rotation (ii) Revolution (iii) Gravitation

3. Fill in the blanks.

(a) A leap year has _______________ number of days.

(b) The daily motion of the earth is _______________.

(c) The earth travels around the sun in ______________ orbit.

(d) The sun’s rays fall vertically on the Tropic of ___________ on 21st June.

(e) Days are shorter during ___________ season.

when it is spring in the Northern Hemisphere and

autumn in the Southern Hemisphere.

Thus, you find that there are days and nights and

changes in the seasons because of the rotation and

revolution of the earth respectively.
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1. Make a drawing to show the inclination of the earth.

2. Record the timings of sunrise and sunset at your place taking help from
your local newspaper on the 21st of each month and answer the following :

(a) In which month are the days the shortest?

(b) In which months are the days and nights nearly equal?

1. Draw different shapes of ellipses by placing two pins nearer and farther
using the same loop of thread. Notice when the ellipse becomes circular.

2. On any sunny day, take a straight stick that is one metre long. Find out a
clean and level place on the ground. Place this stick into the ground where
it casts a distinctive (sharp) shadow.

Step (1): Mark the tip of the shadow with a stone or a twig or by any other
means. The first shadow mark is always towards the west. See
after 15 minutes and mark the tip of the shadow again. By then
it would have moved a few centimetres away. Now join the two
points and you have an approximate east-west line.

Step (2) : Stand with the first mark to your left and the second mark to
your right you are now facing north. This fact is true everywhere
on the earth because the earth rotates in west to east direction.

An alternative method is more accurate but requires more time. Set up your
shadow stick and mark the first shadow in the morning. Use a piece of
string to draw a clean arc through this mark around the stick. At mid-day,
the shadow will shrink or disappear. In the afternoon, it will lengthen again
and at the point where it touches the arc, make a second mark. Draw a line
through the two marks to get an accurate east-west line.
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